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In this paper we study the two-body gravitational scattering of massive scalars with different masses in
general spacetime dimensions. We focus on the Regge limit (eikonal regime) of the resulting scattering
amplitudes and discuss how to extract the classical information representing the scattering of two black
holes. We derive the leading eikonal and explicitly show the resummation of the first leading energy
contribution up to second order in Newton’s gravitational constant. We also calculate the subleading
eikonal showing that in general spacetime dimensions it receives a nontrivial contribution from the box
integral. From the eikonal we extract the two-body classical scattering angle between the two black holes
up to the second post-Minkowskian order. Taking various probe-limits of the two-body scattering angles
we are able to show agreement between our results and various results in the literature. We highlight that the
box integral also has a log-divergent (in energy) contribution at subsubleading order which violates
perturbative unitarity in the ultrarelativistic limit. We expect this term to play a role in the calculation of the
eikonal at the third post-Minkowskian order.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.100.066028
I. INTRODUCTION
The high energy limit of scattering amplitudes in
gravitational theories has been thoroughly studied as a
gedanken-experiment that provides a nontrivial test of the
consistency of the gravitational theory. A particularly
tractable regime is the Regge limit, where both the energies
and the impact parameter are large and unitarity is
preserved due to a resummation of Feynman diagrams
which reproduces the effect of a classical geometry [1–4].
These early studies focused on the case of external massless
states whose high energy Regge scattering matches the
gravitational interaction of two well-separated shock
waves. However it is possible to generalize the same
approach to the scattering of massive states [5] where
the large center of mass energy is due to both the kinetic
and rest mass energy. It is then possible to interpolate
between the ultra-relativistic Regge scattering mentioned
above and the study of the nonrelativistic large distance
interaction between massive objects. This can be done both
for pure general relativity (GR) as well as for string theory;
see for instance [6] for the analysis of the scattering of a
perturbative massless state off a d-brane which we recall is
a massive object.1 The technique of deriving the relativistic
interaction of two massive objects from an amplitude
approach has recently attracted renewed attention [9–16]
since it links directly to the post-Minkowskian approxi-
mation of the classical gravitational dynamics relevant for
the inspiraling phase of binary black hole systems [17–20].
The amplitude approach to the relativistic two-body
problem can be stated in the following conceptually
simple way. Consider 2→ 2 scattering where the external
states have the quantum numbers necessary to describe
the classical objects one is interested in (massless states
describe shock waves, massive scalars can describe
Schwarzschild black holes, then spin and charge can be
added to describe Kerr2 and Reissner-Nordström black
holes). Then the limit is taken where the Newton’s
gravitational constant GN is small, but all classical param-
eters, such as the Schwarzschild radius or the classical
angular momentum, are kept finite. Since in this paper we
Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
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1See [7,8] for the study of light/heavy scattering in standard
GR including the derivation of quantum correction to the
gravitational potential.
2See [21–23] for a recent analysis of the amplitude approach to
this case.
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are interested in studying the scattering of scalar states, the
only classical parameter in the problem is the effective
Schwarzschild radius, RD−3s ∼ GNM, where M is the
largest mass scale in the process. We can haveM ¼ ﬃﬃsp in
the ultrarelativistic/massless case orM ¼ m1 in the probe-
limit with m21 ≫ ðs −m21Þ, m22. In either case the relevant
kinematic regime is the Regge limit, since the center of mass
energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p
has to be much larger than the momentum
transferred
ﬃﬃﬃﬃjtjp . Since GN is small, one might think that
the perturbative diagrams with graviton exchanges yield
directly the effective two-body potential, but one must be
careful in performing this step. In the limit mentioned above
the perturbative amplitude at a fixed order inGN is divergent
thus creating tension with unitarity. These divergent terms
should exponentiate when resumming the leading contri-
butions at a large energy at different orders in GN . This
exponential, called the eikonal phase,3 is the observable that
we wish to calculate and that, as we will see, contains the
relevant information for the two-body potential.
In this paper we will focus on the 2 → 2 scattering of
massive scalar particles [5,10,11,13] up to order G2N [i.e.,
second post-Minkowskian (2PM) level]. Here we keep the
spacetime dimensionD general, which serves as an infrared
regulator, and also consider the subleading OðG2NÞ con-
tributions that do not directly enter in the 2PM classical
interaction but that should be relevant for the third post-
Minkowskian (3PM) result [16]. Since our analysis is
D-dimensional we cannot apply the standard 4D spinor-
helicity description, but we construct the relevant parts of
the amplitudes with one and two graviton exchanges by
using an approach similar in spirit where tree-level ampli-
tudes are glued together [28,29]. The scaling limit dis-
cussed above can be spelled out for this case as follows:
(i) We take GN small by keeping GNM fixed, and
we are interested in the nonanalytic contributions
as t → 0 since they determine the large distance
interaction.
(ii) The ratios m2i =s, where m1;2 are the masses of the
external scalars, can be arbitrary; when they are
fixed, one is describing the scattering of two
Schwarzschild black holes, but it is possible to
smoothly take them to be small or large and make
contact with different relativistic regimes.
(iii) At each order in GnN the terms that grow faster than
E1 or E2 (at large Ei and fixed GNM) should not
provide new data, but just exponentiate the energy
divergent contributions at lower perturbative orders.
(iv) The terms that grow as Ei provide a new contribu-
tion to the eikonal phase at orderGnN from which one
can derive the contribution to the classical two-body
deflection angle and from it the relevant information
on the nPM effective two-body potential.
We carry out this approach explicitly up to the 2PM
order. The D-dimensional case is slightly more intricate
than the 4D one as we find that the contribution from
the scalar box integral not only contributes to the expo-
nentiation of the first post-Minkowskian (1PM) result, but
also yields nontrivial subleading terms that have to be
combined with the triangle contributions to obtain the full
2PM eikonal. We also see that our result smoothly
interpolates between the general, the light-bending [when
m21 ≫ ðs −m21Þ ≫ m22] and the ultrarelativistic cases
(when s≫ m21, m22); this holds not just for the classical
part of the 2PM eikonal phase, which is trivially zero in the
massless case, but also for the quantum part [30,31]. This
feature does not seem to be realised in the recent 3PM
result [16], and it would be interesting to understand this
issue better.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we
introduce the basic objects needed for our analysis,
i.e., the tree-level on shell vertices between two massive
scalars and one and two gravitons. The field theory limit of
a string expression provides a rather simple D-dimensional
expression that we use to derive the relevant part of the
amplitude with two graviton exchanges. We then extract the
box and the triangle contributions that determine the 2PM
eikonal phase. In Sec. III we discuss the exponentiation
pattern mentioned above and obtain explicit expressions for
the 1PM and 2PM D-dimensional eikonal. As a check we
derive the deflection angle in various probe-limits where it
is possible to compare with a geodesic calculation in the
metric of an appropriate black hole finding perfect agree-
ment. Section IV contains a brief discussion on the possible
relevance of our result for the study of the 3PM eikonal. In
the two Appendixes we provide the technical results needed
in Secs. II and III; in Appendix Awe evaluate the box and
the triangle integrals in the limit s, m2i ≫ jtj, while in
Appendix B we derive the deflection angle through
a classical geodesic calculation in the background of a
D-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole.
II. MASSIVE SCALAR SCATTERING
In this section we focus on the 2 → 2 gravitational
scattering process between two massive scalars in D
spacetime dimensions with both one and two graviton
exchanges. As mentioned in the Introduction, we are
interested in extracting the classical contributions to this
process, so instead of calculating the full amplitude by
using the standard Feynman rules, we glue on shell
building blocks that capture just the unitarity cuts needed
for reconstructing the classical eikonal. While this
approach is by now commonly used in a D ¼ 4 setup, it
is possible to implement it in general D, and here we follow
[28], now including mass terms for the scalars.
3In more general gravitation theories the eikonal phase can
become an operator; this already happens at leading order in
string theory [2,6,24,25] and also in an effective theory of gravity
including higher derivative corrections [26,27].
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For the one graviton exchange (1PM order) amplitude we can use, as an effective vertex, the on shell three-
point amplitude between two identical massive scalars and a graviton. In the standard Feynman vertex4
−iκDðk1μk2ν þ k1νk2μ − ðk1k2 −m2ÞημνÞ, we can then drop the last two terms since they are proportional to q2 and
use the on shell amplitude,
ð2:1Þ
where κD ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8πGN
p
and GN is the D-dimensional Newton’s gravitational constant.
For two graviton exchange (2PM order) we need the corresponding four-point amplitude as the new ingredient.
A particularly compact expression for this amplitude can be obtained by taking the field theory limit of the 2-tachyon 2-
graviton amplitude in the Neveu-Schwarz string calculated by using the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) approach. The result is
Aˆαβ;ρσ4 ðk1; k2; q1; q2Þ ¼
2κ2Dðk2q1Þðk1q1Þ
ðq1q2Þ

kρ2k
α
1
k2q1
þ k
α
2k
ρ
1
k1q1
þ ηρα

kσ2k
β
1
k2q1
þ k
β
2k
α
1
k1q1
þ ησβ

: ð2:2Þ
By using the on shell conditions it is possible to verify that (2.1) is symmetric under the exchange of the two scalars or the
two gravitons and that it reproduces the known results for D→ 4; see for instance Eqs. (2.19) and (2.2) of [12]. For our
purposes it will be convenient to use a different form for the amplitude where we have used momentum conservation and on
shell conditions to express k2 in terms of k1, q1 and q2,
ð2:3Þ
Of course this expression is equivalent to (2.2) on shell, but
(2.3) is transverse in the following slightly more general
sense: it vanishes whenever the polarization of a graviton
takes the form ϵμν ¼ ζμqν þ ζνqμ just by using the on shell
conditions and momentum conservation to rewrite products
between momenta such as kikj (without the need of using it
to rewrite the products between momenta and the arbitrary
vectors ζμ).
In the next subsection we derive the classical OðGNÞ
contribution by gluing two amplitudes (2.1) with the de
Donder propagator,
½GðqÞμν;ρσ ¼ −i
2q2

ημρηνσ þ ημσηνρ − 2
D − 2
ημνηρσ

:
ð2:4Þ
In Sec. II B we obtain the OðG2NÞ result by gluing the
gravitons of two copies of the amplitude (2.3). In all the
four scalar amplitudes obtained in this section we denote
the two incoming particles with momenta k1 and k2 and
outgoing momenta k3 and k4. The particles 1 and 3 have
mass m1, while the particles 2 and 4 have mass m2; see
for instance Fig. 1. Finally we will use the following
Mandelstam variables throughout this paper:
s ¼ −ðk1 þ k2Þ2; u ¼ −ðk1 þ k4Þ2; t ¼ −ðk1 þ k3Þ2:
ð2:5Þ
4We use the mostly plus convention for the metric and, as
usual, we consider a 2 times signature to satisfy all on shell
constraints in the case of three-point functions.
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A. One graviton exchange
Using the gluing procedure outlined above we can
calculate the tree-level four-point massive scalar scattering
by gluing two amplitudes (2.1) with a de Donder propa-
gator (2.4) and obtain
iA1 ¼ ½Gðk1 þ k3Þμ1ν1;μ2ν2A
μ1ν1
3 ðk1; k3;−k1 − k3Þ
× Aμ2ν23 ðk2; k4; k1 þ k3Þ: ð2:6Þ
We then find
iA1 ¼
2iκ2D
q2

1
2
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 −
2
D − 2
m21m
2
2

¼ 2iκ
2
DγðsÞ
q2
; ð2:7Þ
where q≡ k1 þ k3 is the momentum exchanged between
the two massive scalars and we have defined the quantity,
γðsÞ ¼ 2ðk1k2Þ2 −
2
D − 2
m21m
2
2
¼ 1
2
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 −
2
D − 2
m21m
2
2: ð2:8Þ
In the high energy limit and after moving into impact
parameter space (as defined below) we can see that this
contribution grows as Ei (since GNM is constant) and
violates perturbative unitarity at large energies, we will
come back to this point when discussing the two graviton
exchange amplitude as well as in Sec. III. By construction,
this result just captures the pole contribution in t of the
amplitude, but this is sufficient to extract the classical
interaction between two well separated particles. This is
more clearly seen by transforming the amplitude to impact
parameter space. As is standard in the discussion of the
eikonal phase, we introduce an auxiliary (D-2)-dimensional
vector q such that q2 ¼ −t and then take the Fourier
transform to rewrite the result in terms of the conjugate
variable b (the impact parameter). We can then calculate
the amplitude in impact parameter space by using
A˜ ¼ 1
4Ep
Z
dD−2q
ð2πÞD−2 e
iqbA; ð2:9Þ
where E ¼ E1 þ E2 and p ¼ jp1j ¼ jp2j is the absolute
value of the spacelike momentum in the center of mass
frame of the two scattering particles. We can therefore also
calculate
2Ep ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 − k21k22
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
q
:
ð2:10Þ
Terms in (2.7) that are regular as we take t → 0 yield only
delta-function contributions localized at b ¼ 0 and so can
be neglected. Here and in the following sections the
following integral will be useful when computing impact
parameter space expressions:
Z
ddq
ð2πÞd e
iqbðq2Þν ¼ 2
2ν
πd=2
Γðνþ d
2
Þ
Γð−νÞ
1
ðb2Þνþd2 : ð2:11Þ
We can now use (2.9) and (2.11) to find the impact
parameter space expression of the tree-level contribution,
iA˜1 ¼
iκ2DγðsÞ
2Ep
1
4π
D−2
2
Γ

D
2
− 2

1
bD−4
: ð2:12Þ
This result agrees with known results [5] and as discussed
in more detail in Sec. III is related to the result for the first
order contribution to the deflection angle in the post-
Minkowskian expansion.
FIG. 1. A figure illustrating the procedure outlined at the
beginning of Sec. II and described by Eq. (2.6) for the tree-level
amplitude. The solid lines represent massive scalars, and the
wavy lines represent gravitons. The shaded blob is described
by Eq. (2.1).
FIG. 2. A figure illustrating the procedure outlined at the
beginning of Sec. II and described by Eq. (2.13) for the one-
loop amplitude. The solid lines represent massive scalars, and the
wavy lines represent gravitons. The shaded blob is described
by Eq. (2.3).
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B. Two graviton exchanges
In this subsection we discuss the gluing procedure at
one-loop illustrated in Fig. 2. Schematically we have
iA2 ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD ½GðkÞα1β1;α2β2 ½Gðkþ qÞρ1σ1;ρ2σ2
× Aα1β1;ρ1σ14 ðk1; k3; k;−k − qÞ
× Aα2β2;ρ2σ24 ðk2; k4;−k; kþ qÞ; ð2:13Þ
where A4 is the four-point amplitude given by (2.3),
we recall that q≡ k1 þ k3 is the momentum exchanged
between the two massive scalars, k is the momentum in the
loop and [G] represents the graviton propagator (2.4).
In order to interpret the expression found after attaching
the relevant vertices using (2.13) we need to rewrite it in
terms of the relevant integral topologies which are sche-
matically shown in Fig. 3. In order to do this we define an
operation denoted as Sn½A2 which searches the full
expression, A2 resulting from (2.13) and yields the inte-
grand with n number of propagators. Starting from the
maximum number of propagators which in this case is
n ¼ 4, we have
S4½A2 ¼ a□ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
×
1
ðk1 þ kÞ2 þm21
1
ðk2 − kÞ2 þm22
N□; ð2:14Þ
where we have set all the momenta in the internal pro-
pagators on shell in N□ since terms proportional to any
propagator would cancel with one of the propagators in the
denominator and therefore not contribute to the diagram
with the above pole structure. Note that we have identified
the pole structure above with the so-called scalar box
integral topology. An explicit expression for the numerators
will be given in the upcoming subsections.
We now want to search further in order to find the
integrand with three poles. So now we have
S3½A2 − a□ ¼ a△ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
×
1
ðk1 þ kÞ2 þm21
N△; ð2:15Þ
where we are searching the difference between the full
expression, A2, and the part already extracted for the box
diagram, a□. We have also set the momenta in the internal
propagators on shell in,N△, for the same reasons described
previously. Note that we have identified the pole structure
above with the so-called triangle integrals. It should be
mentioned that one also extracts the crossed box and
“inverted” triangle (i.e., the contribution with the opposite
massive scalar propagator) by searching for the relevant
pole structures.
Once the procedure described above has been completed
the classical contributions to each of the expressions above
are determined by implementing the scaling limit men-
tioned in the Introduction,
16πGN ¼ 2κ2 → 0; s≫ q2 ¼ jtj; with GNMfixed:
ð2:16Þ
For two graviton exchanges we have two amplitude
topologies that contribute; the box and triangle integrals,
which are shown in Fig. 3. The masses can be of the same
order or much smaller than the center of mass energy, and
of course the integrals take different forms in these two
cases. In Appendix A we focus on the case s ∼m2i and
evaluate the first terms in the high energy expansion (2.16)
for the box and triangle integrals. In the ultrarelativistic
case one recovers the massless results that can be found for
instance in [32].
1. Box contribution
From the procedure outlined at the start of this sub-
section we find the following expression for the numerator,
N□, of the box diagram contribution to the two graviton
exchange amplitude:
N□ ¼ 4κ4Dγ2ðsÞ; ð2:17Þ
where γðsÞ has been defined in (2.8). Writing this by
including the integration over the loop momenta as well as
including the contribution from the crossed box diagram
we find
iA2 ¼ 4κ4Dðγ2ðsÞI4ðs; tÞ þ γ2ðuÞI4ðu; tÞÞ; ð2:18Þ
where the integrals I4ðs; tÞ and I4ðu; tÞ have been com-
puted in detail in Appendix A 1 and are defined as
I4ðs; tÞ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
1
ðk1 þ kÞ2 þm21
×
1
ðk2 − kÞ2 þm22
; ð2:19Þ
(a) (b)
FIG. 3. The two topologies of integrals that contribute to the
two graviton exchange amplitude in the classical limit. In 3(a) we
have the box topology and in 3(b) we have the triangle topology.
The integral structure in 3(b) receives contributions from various
Feynman diagrams, including those with a three-point vertex in
the bulk. We can ignore other integral structures, such as bubble
and tadpoles, since they do not contribute in the classical limit.
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I4ðu; tÞ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
1
ðk3 þ kÞ2 þm21
×
1
ðk2 − kÞ2 þm22
: ð2:20Þ
Substituting the results for the integrals we find the leading
contribution in the limit described by (2.16)
iAð1Þ2 ¼ −
π
D
2
ð2πÞD
π
2
4κ4Dγ
2ðsÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p Γ2ðD2 − 2ÞΓð3 − D2Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ
× ðq2ÞD2−3: ð2:21Þ
The details of how to take the limit described by (2.16)
when performing the integrals required to yield this result is
given in Appendix A 1. Moving to impact parameter space
using (2.9) and (2.11) we find that
iA˜ð1Þ2 ¼ −
κ4Dγ
2ðsÞ
ðEpÞ2
1
128πD−2
Γ2

D
2
− 2

1
b2D−8
: ð2:22Þ
In the limit (2.16), this contribution grows as E2i (since
GNM is constant). Comparing with (2.12) we easily see
that iA˜ð1Þ2 ¼ 12 ðiA˜1Þ2, which is the first sign of the eikonal
exponentiation discussed in more detail in Sec. III; the
exponential of the tree-level amplitude will account for
the first leading energy contributions of all higher loop
amplitudes.
We can also look at the subleading contribution, in the
limit described by (2.16), to the two graviton exchange box
diagram (as we will see in Sec. III this contributes to the
second order of the post-Minkowskian expansion). Using
the result for the subleading contribution to the integrals
I4ðs; tÞ and I4ðu; tÞ found in (A15) we have,
iAð2Þ2 ¼
i2κ4Dγ
2ðsÞ ﬃﬃﬃπp
ð4πÞD2
m1 þm2
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
Γð5−D
2
ÞΓ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ
× ðq2ÞD−52 : ð2:23Þ
At large energies this result scales as Ei exactly asA1. This
contribution should be exponentiated by the first sublead-
ing terms in the energy expansion of the higher loop
contributions and so provides a new contribution to the
eikonal phase. In impact parameter space (2.23) becomes
iA˜ð2Þ2 ¼
iκ4Dγ
2ðsÞ
64πD−
3
2
m1 þm2
Epððk1k2Þ2 −m21m22Þ
Γð2D−7
2
ÞΓ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ
×
1
b2D−7
: ð2:24Þ
We have checked that the results in this subsection agree in
D ¼ 4 with equivalent results [5,10,11,13,19]. Let us stress
that Eq. (2.24) vanishes in the D → 4 limit because of the
presence of the factor of ΓðD − 4Þ in the denominator.
Thus, for D > 4 there is a contribution to the eikonal from
the box integral which becomes trivial in the four-dimen-
sional case. In general, this contribution is crucial in order
to match, in the probe-limit, with the geodesic calculations
as discussed in Sec. III and in [28] for the massless case
m1 ≫ 0, m2 ¼ 0.
The subsubleading contributions to the box diagram are
naively expected to be finite in the limit described by
(2.16), but there is actually a log-divergent term in the
amplitude, as discussed for the massless case in [30,31]; see
also [33,34] for an explicit evaluation of the same 2 → 2
one-loop process with external gravitons. This contribution
comes from using (2.18) and the next order in the
expansion of the box integral, which in our case yields
iAð3Þ2 ¼ 4κ4Dγ2ðsÞ
i
8ð4πÞD2 Γ

4 −D
2

Γ2ðD−2
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−42 1
D − 4
×
2
64 4ð5 −DÞðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
0
B@1þ 2k1k2arcsinh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ−1
2
q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p
1
CAþ i πðD − 4Þðk1 þ k2Þ2½ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m223=2
3
75
− 4κ4DψðsÞ
i
ð4πÞD2
arcsinh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ−1
2
q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p Γ6 −D
2

Γ2ðD−4
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−42 ; ð2:25Þ
where we have defined σ ¼ −k1k2m1m2 and
ψðsÞ ¼ −ð2k1k2Þ

ð2k1k2Þ2 −
4m21m
2
2
D − 2

¼ ðs −m21 −m22Þ

ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 −
4m21m
2
2
D − 2

: ð2:26Þ
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Note that the last term in (2.25) comes from expressing the γ2ðuÞ from the second term in (2.18) in terms of γ2ðsÞ; i.e., we
have γ2ðuÞ ¼ γ2ðsÞ þ tψðsÞ þOðt2Þ. We can also write the result above in impact parameter space for which we find
iA˜ð3Þ2 ¼
κ4Dγ
2ðsÞ
Ep
i
128πD−1
Γ2

D − 2
2

1
ðb2ÞD−3
×
2
64 4ð5 −DÞðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
0
B@1þ 2k1k2arcsinh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ−1
2
q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p
1
CAþ i πðD − 4Þðk1 þ k2Þ2½ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m223=2
3
75
þ κ
4
DψðsÞ
Ep
i
8πD−1
arcsinh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ−1
2
q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p Γ2D − 2
2

1
ðb2ÞD−3 : ð2:27Þ
By using arcsinh y ¼ logðyþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
y2 þ 1
p
Þ in Eq. (2.25) we
can see that the second term on the second line and the term
on the last line are log-divergent at large energies. It is
interesting to highlight the following points. First, the same
arcsinh-function arising from this subsubleading contribu-
tion also appears in the recent 3PM result [16]. Then these
terms violate perturbative unitarity in the s=m2i → ∞ limit
and [30] conjectured that they should resum to provide a
quantum correction to the eikonal phase. This contribution
is relevant in the discussion of the Reggeization of the
graviton; for a recent discussion see [35] and references
therein. Finally the contribution (2.27) provides an addi-
tional imaginary part to A˜2 beside that coming from the
leading term (2.22). In [30], it was shown that this
subleading imaginary part vanishes in the D ¼ 4 massless
case. Since the last term in the second line vanishes in
D ¼ 4, here we find through a direct calculation that the
same result holds also for the scattering of massive scalars.
We will briefly come back to these points in Sec. IV.
2. Triangle contribution
Following the procedure outlined at the beginning of this
subsection we find that the expression for the numerator,
N△, for the trianglelike contributions, with the m1 massive
scalar propagator, is given by
N△ ¼ κ4D

16ðD − 3Þðkk2Þ2m41
ðD − 2Þq2
þ 4m21

2m21m
2
2
D2 − 4Dþ 2
ðD − 2Þ2
− 2m21sþm41 þ ðm22 − sÞ2

; ð2:28Þ
where we have already neglected some terms which are
subleading in the limit given by (2.16) (i.e., do not
contribute classically at second post-Minkowskian order).
As we have done before we can express this in terms of an
integral basis in which the expression (2.28) becomes
κ4D
	
16ðD − 3Þk2μk2νm41
ðD − 2Þq2 I
μν
3 ðm1Þ
þ 4m21

2m21m
2
2
D2 − 4Dþ 2
ðD − 2Þ2 − 2m
2
1sþm41
þ ðm22 − sÞ2

I3ðm1Þ


þm1 ↔ m2; ð2:29Þ
where we recall that k is the loop momentum and we have
now included the contribution coming from the equivalent
diagram with the m2 massive scalar propagator. We have
also defined the integrals,
Iμν3 ðmiÞ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
1
ðkþ kiÞ2 þm2i
kμkν;
ð2:30Þ
I3ðmiÞ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
1
ðkþ kiÞ2 þm2i
: ð2:31Þ
Substituting the appropriate results for these integrals in
the limit described by (2.16), which are calculated in
Appendix A 2, yields
iAð2Þ2 ¼ i
2κ4D
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ð4πÞD2
Γð5−D
2
ÞΓ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD− 3Þ
× ðq2ÞD−52 ðm1 þm2Þ
	
ðs−m21 −m22Þ2
−
4m21m
2
2
ðD− 2Þ2 −
ðD− 3Þððs−m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22Þ
4ðD− 2Þ2


;
ð2:32Þ
where we have again neglected subleading terms which do
not contribute at second post-Minkowskian order. We can
write Eq. (2.32) in impact parameter space,
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iA˜ð2Þ2 ¼ i
κ4D
64πD−
3
2Ep
Γð2D−7
2
ÞΓ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD − 3Þ
m1 þm2
b2D−7
×
	
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 −
4m21m
2
2
ðD − 2Þ2
−
ðD − 3Þððs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22Þ
4ðD − 2Þ2


: ð2:33Þ
The results in this subsection agree with results for D ¼ 4
found in [11,13,19]. We have not considered the subleading
trianglelike contribution explicitly in this subsection
because we have found that it does not contribute to the
log-divergent terms we discuss in Secs. II B 1 and IV. This
should be clear from the results for the various integrals in
Appendix A 2. Note also that these subleading contribu-
tions do not produce contributions to the real part of iA2.
III. THE EIKONAL AND TWO-BODY
DEFLECTION ANGLES
In this section we summarize general expressions for
the eikonal and the deflection angle for the case of two
different masses. We then discuss explicit expressions for
these quantities using the amplitudes derived in Sec. II. We
also discuss various probe-limits for both general D and
D ¼ 4 in order to compare with existing results in the
literature.
We will start by defining what the eikonal phase is in the
context we are considering in this paper. We recall from
Sec. II that the amplitudes in impact parameter space are
defined via,
A˜nðs;mi;bÞ ¼
1
4Ep
Z
dD−2q
ð2πÞD−2 e
iqbAnðs;mi; qÞ; ð3:1Þ
where the various symbols have been defined previously
and we have that An is the appropriate amplitude with n
graviton exchanges. We can generally write the gravita-
tional S-matrix in impact parameter space as [36,37],
Sðs;mi;bÞ ¼ 1þ i
X∞
n¼1
A˜nðs;mi;bÞ; ð3:2Þ
where A˜nðs;mi;bÞ is the full amplitude with n graviton
exchanges in impact parameter space including the appro-
priate normalisation as defined in (3.1). As was discussed
in [28] the gravitational S-matrix in the eikonal approxi-
mation can be expressed as
Sðs;mi;bÞ ¼ ð1þ iTðs;mi;bÞÞ
× exp½iðδð1Þðs;mi;bÞ þ δð2Þðs;mi;bÞ þ…Þ;
ð3:3Þ
where δð1Þðs;mi;bÞ and δð2Þðs;mi;bÞ are the leading
eikonal and subleading eikonal respectively. The parameter
used to define the expansion in (3.3) is ðRs=bÞD−3 [see
(3.12) for the numerical factors in the definition of Rs]. The
symbol Tðs;mi;bÞ corresponds to all the nondivergent (in
energy or mass) contributions to the amplitudes with any
number of graviton exchanges. We have implicitly assumed
that the eikonals behave as phases instead of operators
since we are dealing with a purely elastic scenario in this
paper. For a more general form of the equation above see
Eq. (4.6) in [28].
From these definitions and using observations from
amplitude calculations we note that we can write the
sum of leading contributions to the amplitudes with n
graviton exchanges as
i
X∞
n¼1
A˜ð1Þn ðs;mi;bÞ
¼ iA˜ð1Þ1 ðs;mi;bÞ þ iA˜ð1Þ2 ðs;mi;bÞ þ…
¼ iA˜ð1Þ1 ðs;mi;bÞ þ
1
2
ðiA˜ð1Þ1 ðs;mi;bÞÞ2 þ…
¼ eiδð1Þðs;mi;bÞ − 1; ð3:4Þ
where δð1Þðs;mi;bÞ ¼ A˜ð1Þ1 ðs;mi;bÞ is the leading eikonal.
Note that we refer to the leading contribution to each
amplitude, with different numbers of graviton exchanges,
via the superscript label (1), each subleading order is then
referred to by increasing the number in the superscript.
Expanding (3.3) and collecting all the potential contri-
butions at 2PM [i.e., at OðG2NÞ] we can write an explicit
expression for the first subleading eikonal,
iδð2Þðs;mi;bÞ ¼ iA˜ð2Þ2 − iA˜ð1Þ1 iA˜ð2Þ1 ¼ iA˜ð2Þ2 ; ð3:5Þ
where in the second step we have used that in Einstein
gravity we haveAð2Þ1 ¼ 0 as can be seen from the results in
Sec. II A. Note that in other theories this may not be the
case. For example, in supergravity we do find a contribu-
tion of the form Að2Þ1 coming from the tree-level diagram
with one RR field exchange between the scalar field and the
stack of d-branes [28].
Notice that for each eikonal we have
iδðkÞðs;mi;bÞ ∼ iA˜ðkÞk ∼OðGkNÞ; ð3:6Þ
where GN is the usual Newton’s constant. This relates
the discussion presented here with the so-called post-
Minkowskian approximation discussed in [13,18,19] and
references therein. The leading eikonal corresponds to the
1PM order in the post-Minkowskian expansion, the sub-
leading eikonal corresponds to the 2PM order and so on.
Using the various relations shown above and the results
from Sec. II we can write the leading (1PM) and first
subleading eikonals (2PM). Using Eq. (2.7) we find for the
leading eikonal,
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δð1Þðs;mi;bÞ ¼
16πGNγðsÞ
4Ep
ΓðD−4
2
Þ
4π
D−2
2 bD−4
¼ πGNΓð
D−4
2
Þ
π
D−2
2 bD−4
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4D−2m21m22ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
p :
ð3:7Þ
We can verify the exponentiation of the eikonal at one-loop
level by looking at the leading one-loop contribution,
(2.22), which we reproduce below,
iA˜ð1Þ2 ¼ −
κ4Dγ
2ðsÞ
ðEpÞ2
1
128πD−2
Γ2

D
2
− 2

1
b2D−8
¼ 1
2
ðiδð1ÞÞ2:
ð3:8Þ
Notice that this includes the appropriate numerical coef-
ficient as required for the second line in (3.4) to hold.
Summing Eqs. (2.24) and (2.33) we find for the sub-
leading eikonal,
δð2Þðs;mi;bÞ
¼ ð8πGNÞ
2ðm1 þm2Þ
EpπD−
3
2
Γð2D−7
2
ÞΓ2ðD−3
2
Þ
16b2D−7
×
	
γ2ðsÞ
ΓðD − 4Þ½ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
þ 1
4ΓðD − 3Þ
×

ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 −
4m21m
2
2
ðD − 2Þ2
−
ðD − 3Þððs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22Þ
4ðD − 2Þ2


: ð3:9Þ
The relation between the eikonal and the scattering angle
relevant for discussing the post-Minkowskian expansion as
well as comparing with results found using general
relativity is given up to 2PM order by
θ ¼ − 1
p
∂
∂b ðδ
ð1Þ þ δð2ÞÞ þ…; ð3:10Þ
where as previously stated p is the absolute value of the
spacelike momentum in the center of mass frame of the two
scattering particles.
A. Various probe limits in arbitrary D
The corresponding deflection angle for the leading
eikonal is given by
θð1Þ ¼ − 1
p
∂
∂b δ
ð1Þ ¼ 4πGNΓð
D−2
2
Þ ﬃﬃsp
π
D−2
2 bD−3
×
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4D−2m21m22
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
: ð3:11Þ
In the limit where both masses are zero (the ACV limit [2])
the deflection angle can be written as follows:
θð1ÞACV ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD
2
Þ
ΓðD−1
2
Þ

Rs
b

D−3
;
RD−3s ¼
16πGNM
ðD − 2ÞΩD−2
; ΩD−2 ¼
2π
D−1
2
ΓðD−1
2
Þ ; ð3:12Þ
where Rs is the effective Schwarzschild radius in D
dimensions, M ¼ ﬃﬃsp or M ¼ m1; m2 depending on
which scale is larger, and ΩD−2 is the volume of a
(D-2)-dimensional sphere.
In the probe-limit with m2 ¼ 0 and m1 ¼ M where the
mass, M ≫
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s −M2
p
, we find that the deflection angle
becomes
θð1Þnull ¼
4πGNΓðD−22 ÞM
π
D−2
2 bD−3
; ð3:13Þ
which is equal to the deflection angle that is obtained from
the first term of the eikonal in Eq. (5.33) of [28] for p ¼ 0
and with the identificationNτ0 ¼ M. This is also consistent
with (B18) with the Schwarzschild radius defined as in
(3.12) with M ¼ M.
In order to compare with the more general results for
timelike geodesics in a D-dimensional Schwarzschild
background obtained in Sec. B we can also take the
timelike probe-limit. In this limit we have as before m1 ¼
M ≫ m2 where m2 ¼ m ≠ 0, so we have
ﬃﬃ
s
p
∼M and
ðs −m21 −m22Þ ∼ 2E2M. Using this we find
θð1Þtimelike ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD
2
− 1ÞððD − 2ÞE22 −m2Þ
2ðE22 −m2ÞΓðD−12 Þ

Rs
b

D−3
;
ð3:14Þ
where we have used the definition of the Schwarzschild
radius given in (3.12). This agrees with Eqs. (B14) and
(B15) by using the relation, J ≃ jpjjbj.
The subleading contribution to the deflection angle is
given by using (3.10) and (3.9),
θð2Þ ¼ ð8πGNÞ
2ðm1 þm2Þ
Ep2πD−
3
2
2Γð2D−5
2
ÞΓ2ðD−3
2
Þ
16b2D−6
×
	
γ2ðsÞ
ΓðD − 4Þ½ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
þ 1
4ΓðD − 3Þ

ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 −
4m21m
2
2
ðD − 2Þ2
−
ðD − 3Þððs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22Þ
4ðD − 2Þ2


: ð3:15Þ
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The subleading eikonal and deflection angle do not
contribute in the limit when both masses are zero for
any value of D as discussed in [31]. In the probe-limit
where m2 ¼ 0 and m1 ≡M ≫ E2 we find for the sublead-
ing eikonal,
δð2Þnull ¼
ð8πGNMÞ2E2Γð2D−72 ÞΓ2ðD−32 Þ
16πD−
3
2ΓðD − 4Þb2D−7
þ ð8πGNMÞ
2E2Γð2D−72 ÞΓ2ðD−32 Þ
16πD−
3
2ΓðD − 3Þb2D−7

1 −
D − 3
4ðD − 2Þ2

:
ð3:16Þ
The term in the first line is equal to the second term in the
first line of Eq. (5.33) in [28] for p ¼ 0, while the term in
the second line is equal to the sum of the terms in the third
and fourth line of Eq. (5.33) for p ¼ 0. The corresponding
deflection angle is given by
θð2Þnull ¼
ð8πGNMÞ2Γð2D−52 ÞΓ2ðD−32 Þ
8πD−
3
2ΓðD − 4Þb2D−6
þ ð8πGNMÞ
2Γð2D−5
2
ÞΓ2ðD−3
2
Þ
8πD−
3
2ΓðD − 3Þb2D−6

1 −
D − 3
4ðD − 2Þ2

¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD − 1
2
Þ
2ΓðD − 2Þ

Rs
b

2ðD−3Þ
; ð3:17Þ
where we have used the definition of the Schwarzschild
radius given in (3.12). This agrees with Eq. (B18). We can
similarly look at the timelike probe-limit described before
(3.14). In this case we find that (3.15) becomes
θð2Þtimelike ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD − 5
2
Þ
ΓðD − 2Þ
ðð2D − 5Þð2D − 3ÞE42 þ 6ð5 − 2DÞE22m2 þ 3m4Þ
8ðE22 −m2Þ2

Rs
b

2ðD−3Þ
: ð3:18Þ
We can easily check, by using the relation J ≃ jpjjbj, that
this agrees with Eqs. (B14) and (B16) as expected.
B. Various probe limits in D = 4
We will now set D ¼ 4 in the various equations obtained
in the previous subsection. We find that the leading eikonal
in D ¼ 4 is equal to
δð1Þ ¼ −2GN
2γðsÞ
2Ep
logb
¼ −2GN
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 2m21m22ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
p logb; ð3:19Þ
while the deflection angle is given by
θð1Þ ¼ − 1
p
∂
∂b δ
ð1Þ ¼ 4GN
ﬃﬃ
s
p
b
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 2m21m22
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
;
ð3:20Þ
where we recall E ¼ ﬃﬃsp , p is the absolute value of the
three-dimensional momentum in the center of mass frame
of the two scattering particles and we have used Eqs. (2.8)
and (2.10).
In the limit where both masses are zero (ACV limit) one
gets
δð1ÞACV ¼ −2GNs logb; θð1ÞACV ¼
4GN
ﬃﬃ
s
p
b
¼ 2Rs
b
;
ð3:21Þ
which agrees with results found in [31]. In the probe-limit
where m2 ¼ 0 and m1 ¼ M we find the following eikonal:
δð1Þnull ¼ −2GNðs −M2Þ logb ∼ −4GNME2 logb; ð3:22Þ
where in the rest frame of the massive particle we have
again used that s −M2 ¼ 2ME2. Notice that Eq. (3.22)
agrees with the first term of Eq. (5.41) in [28]. For the
deflection angle we find
θð1Þnull ¼
4GN
ﬃﬃ
s
p
b
¼ 4GNM
b
; ð3:23Þ
when we assume that M ≫ E2. This agrees with the well-
known expression for the leading contribution to the
deflection angle of a Schwarzschild black hole reproduced
in (B20). Taking the timelike probe-limit of (3.20) as
described in the previous subsection where,m1 ¼ M ≫ m2
where m2 ¼ m ≠ 0, we find
θð1Þtimelike ¼
Rsð2E22 −m2Þ
E22 −m2
1
b
; ð3:24Þ
which we find agrees with the first contribution to (B19) as
well as equivalent results in [19].
The subleading eikonal in D ¼ 4 is found to be
δð2Þ ¼ ð8πGNÞ
2ðm1 þm2Þ
64Epπb

15
16
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 −
3
4
m21m
2
2

¼ πG
2
Nðm1 þm2Þ
2b
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
p
×

15
4
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 3m21m22

: ð3:25Þ
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The factor of m1 þm2 in front implies that the subleading
eikonal in the massless limit is vanishing [30],
δð2ÞACV ¼ 0; θð2ÞACV ¼ 0: ð3:26Þ
This also implies that there is no contribution of order 1=b2
to the deflection angle which is consistent with the result
found in the previous subsection that this contribution is
zero for any number of spacetime dimensions. From
Eq. (3.25) we can compute the deflection angle,
θð2Þ ¼ − 1
p
∂
∂b δ
ð2Þ ¼ πG
2
Nðm1 þm2Þ
ﬃﬃ
s
p
b2½ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 4m21m22
×

15
4
ðs −m21 −m22Þ2 − 3m21m22

: ð3:27Þ
In the probe-limit where m2 ¼ 0 and m1 ¼ M we find
δð2Þnull ¼
15πG2NM
8b
ðs −M2Þ ∼ 15πðGNMÞ
2E2
4b
; ð3:28Þ
which is equal to the second term of Eq. (5.41) in [28]. For
the deflection angle we instead get
θð2Þnull ¼
15πðGNMÞ2
4b2
; ð3:29Þ
which we find agrees with the subleading contribution
found in (B20). We can also take the timelike probe-limit of
(3.27) for which we find
θð2Þtimelike ¼
3πR2sð5E22 −m2Þ
16ðE22 −m2Þ
1
b2
: ð3:30Þ
This agrees with the second contribution to (B19) as well as
equivalent results in [19].
IV. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have studied the classical gravitational
interaction between two massive scalars in D-dimensions
up to 2PM order. As usual the spacetime dimension can be
used as an infrared regulator and physical observables, such
as the deflection angle discussed in Sec. III have a smooth
D → 4 limit. The structure of the D-dimensional result is in
some aspects richer than the one found in D ¼ 4. For
instance the box integral provides not only the contribution
necessary to exponentiate the leading energy behavior of
the tree-level diagram, but also a new genuine contribution
to the subleading classical eikonal; see (2.24).
The box integral also provides a subsubleading contri-
bution (2.25) that for D ≠ 4 has a new imaginary part,
while its real part has a structure which also appears in the
OðG3NÞ amplitude presented in [16]. In the ultrarelativistic
limit s≫ m2i , this contribution is log-divergent and, if it
does exponentiate as suggested in [30], it would provide a
new quantum contribution, δð2Þq , to the eikonal. For in-
stance, from (2.25) in D ¼ 4 one would obtain5
δð2Þq ≃
12G2Ns
πb2
log
s
m1m2
¼ 12GNs
ℏ
λ2P
πb2
log
s
m1m2
; ð4:1Þ
where we have taken the limit s≫ m2i in order to compare
with Eq. (5.18) of6 [30] and λP is the Planck length. By
restoring the factors of ℏ we can see from (3.19) that δð1Þ=ℏ
is dimensionless and is therefore the combination that is
exponentiated. On the contrary, δð2Þq is dimensionless
without the need for any factor of ℏ [see the first expression
in (4.1) or equivalently it can be written in terms of λ2P if we
extract a factor of 1=ℏ], which highlights its quantum
nature.
An interesting feature of the 2PM eikonal phase for
massive scalars that we have obtained is that its ultra-
relativistic limit smoothly reproduces the massless result up
to 2PM order. This is valid also for the quantum contri-
bution mentioned above (4.1). By comparing the results
of [30] and [16], the same property does not seem to hold in
the 3PM case, and it would be very interesting to under-
stand the origin of this mismatch. Another interesting
development would be to generalize the analytic bootstrap
approach of [30,31] beyond the massless D ¼ 4 case. In
that approach the quantum part of the eikonal δð2Þq plays an
important role in the derivation of the subsequent classical
PM order, and we expect that a similar pattern is valid also
beyond the setup of [30,31]. This approach has the
potential to provide an independent derivation of the
3PM eikonal phase both in the massless higher dimensional
case and in the physically interesting case of the massive
scattering in D ¼ 4.
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APPENDIX A: HIGH-ENERGY EXPANSION
OF VARIOUS INTEGRALS
In the classical regime the center of mass energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p
and
the masses m2i are much larger than the momentum
exchanged q. In this limit the integrals appearing in the
amplitudes discussed in the main text can be performed so
as to extract the leading and the subleading contributions
(we also calculate the subsubleading contribution to the
scalar box integral). Our approach is the following: we first
write our starting point in terms of Schwinger parameters ti,
then we perform the integrals over the t’s parametrizing the
scalar propagators by using a saddle point approximation,
finally the integrals over the graviton propagators reduce to
those of an effective two-point function. In the following
subsection we give a detailed analysis of the so-called
scalar box integral, showing that for a general spacetime
dimension D it provides a classical contribution propor-
tional to (D-4). We will also give results for the triangle
integrals which are necessary to evaluate the full classical
contribution at one-loop.
1. Scalar box integral
In this subsection we will discuss the scalar box integral.
To start we will be evaluating
I4ðs; tÞ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðkþ k1Þ2 þm21
1
ðqþ kÞ2
×
1
ðk2 − kÞ2 þm22
: ðA1Þ
After a Wick rotation and introducing Schwinger param-
eters the integral over the loop momentum k is Gaussian
and can be readily performed. After evaluating this we find
I4ðs; tÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
Y4
i¼1
dti
T−
D
2
ð4πÞD2
× exp

−
2k1k2t2t4 þ q2t1t3 þ t22m21 þ t24m22
T

;
ðA2Þ
where q≡ k1 þ k3 is the momentum exchanged and we
have defined T ¼Piti. The form of the equation above is
suggestive because we are interested in the limit where
jk1k2j, m2i ≫ q2; this means that the integral over t2, t4
can be performed with a saddle point approximation
around t2 ¼ t4 ¼ 0.
What makes this integral awkward is that its region of
integration is just the positive quadrant in t2, t4. In order to
circumvent this problem it is convenient to sum the
contribution of the crossed box integral. In terms of
Schwinger parameters this is given by
I4ðu; tÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
Y4
i¼1
dti
T−
D
2
ð4πÞD2
× exp

−
2k2k3t2t4 þ q2t1t3 þ t22m21 þ t24m22
T

:
ðA3Þ
Notice that I4ðu; tÞ can be obtained from I4ðs; tÞ by
swapping k1 ↔ k3. In order to combine I4ðs; tÞ and
I4ðu; tÞ, it is convenient to define
k˜2 ¼ k1k2 þ
q2
4
¼ −k2k3 −
q2
4
: ðA4Þ
Then we can rewrite
I4ðs; tÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
Y4
i¼1
dtifðk˜2; tiÞ;
I4ðu; tÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
Y4
i¼1
dtifð−k˜2; tiÞ; ðA5Þ
where
fðk˜2; tiÞ ¼
e−q
2t1t3
T
ð4πÞD2TD2 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

× e
q2
2Tjt2t4j: ðA6Þ
As previously mentioned we are interested in performing
these integrals in the limit where jk1k2j; m2i ; 1=t2; 1=t4 are
all of the same order and much bigger than q2. We can
therefore Taylor expand the integrands for small t2 and t4,
and at the leading order we simply obtain the function (A6)
where T reduces to t1 þ t3 and the last exponential can be
neglected. It is therefore convenient to define
T0 ¼ t1 þ t3: ðA7Þ
By expressing the two integrals in this way, we can see
that they are equivalent under the change t2 → −t2 or
t4→−t4. We note that, I4ðt2;−t4Þ¼J4ðt2;t4Þ, I4ð−t2; t4Þ ¼
J4ðt2; t4Þ, I4ð−t2;−t4Þ ¼ I4ðt2; t4Þ where I4, J4 are the
integrands of I4ðs; tÞ;I4ðu; tÞ respectively. We can
therefore write the combination of box and crossed box
integrals as
I4ðs; tÞ þ I4ðu; tÞ ¼
i
2
Z
∞
0
dt1dt3
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4
e−q
2t1t3
T
ð4πÞD2TD2
× exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

× e
q2
2Tjt2t4j; ðA8Þ
where T is now explicitly defined as T ¼ T0 þ jt2j þ jt4j.
Note that we have written some quantities as jt2j; jt4j since
the original domain of integration is for t2;4 ≥ 0.
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Expanding (A8) around ðt2; t4Þ ¼ ð0; 0Þ the leading
contribution [i.e., the one that eikonalizes the tree-level
amplitude; see comments below (3.7)], which we denote as
I ð1Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I ð1Þ4 ðu; tÞ, can be written as a Gaussian integral,
I ð1Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I ð1Þ4 ðu; tÞ
¼ i
Z
∞
0
dT0
T
1−D
2
0
ð4πÞD2
Z
1
0
dx1 exp ½−q2x1ð1 − x1ÞT0
×
1
2
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

;
ðA9Þ
where x1 ¼ t1=T0. The quadrants with t2, t4 > 0 and t2,
t4 < 0 yield the same contribution corresponding I
ð1Þ
4 ðs; tÞ,
while those with t2 > 0 > t4 and t4 > 0 > t2 are again
identical and correspond to I ð1Þ4 ðu; tÞ.
We should also recall that k˜2 is not a kinematic variable
directly relevant to the amplitude calculations. In the
resulting expression from performing the Gaussian integral
over t2, t4 in (A9) above we need to be careful and also
substitute for
k˜2 ¼ k1k2 þ
q2
4
¼ k1k2

1þ q
2
4k1k2

; ðA10Þ
whilst taking into account that we are interested in the limit
where jk1k2j, m2i ≫ q2. The remaining two integrals over
T0 and x1 can be decoupled, and, by collecting everything
together, we find
I ð1Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I ð1Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼
1
2
π
ð4πÞD2
−1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p
× Γ

6 −D
2

Γ2ðD−4
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−62 :
ðA11Þ
Since we will look at the resulting amplitudes in impact
parameter space it is worth calculating the expressions
above in impact parameter space. Using (2.9) and (2.11) we
find that (A11) becomes7
I˜ ð1Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I˜ ð1Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼
−1
128πD−2
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p
× Γ2

D
2
− 2

1
b2D−8
: ðA12Þ
We can see that in D ¼ 4 the result is IR divergent and
dimensional regularisation can be used to extract the logb2
term we are interested in. In order to implement this we
would use
ΓðD−4
2
Þ
4π
D−2
2 bD−4
⇒ −
1
2π
logb: ðA13Þ
Note that if we were to directly integrate over one of the
quadrants in order to calculate the result for just one of the
scalar box diagrams we would find at leading order,
I ð1Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼
i
ð4πÞD2
ln
h ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k2k3þm1m2
p
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k2k3−m1m2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2m1m2
p
2i
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk2k3Þ2 −m21m22
p Γ6 −D
2

Γ2ðD−4
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−62
≈
i
ð4πÞD2
arcsinh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ−1
2
q 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
p Γ6 −D
2

Γ2ðD−4
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−62 ; ðA14Þ
where we have used −k2k3 ¼ k1k2 þ q2=2 in the second line to express this in terms of k1k2 and as we defined in the main
text σ ¼ −k1k2m1m2 . Note that to find the equivalent expression for I
ð1Þ
4 ðs; tÞ we switch k3 ↔ k1 in the first line above.
Expanding (A8) further we find the following subleading contribution:
I ð2Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I ð2Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
dT0
T
1−D
2
0
ð4πÞD2
Z
1
0
dx1 exp ½−q2x1ð1 − x1ÞT0
1
2
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

×
jt2j þ jt4j
T20

2k1k2t2t4 þm21t22 þm22t24 þ q2T20x1ð1 − x1Þ −
D
2
T0

¼ i
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
2ð4πÞD2
m1 þm2
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
Γ

5 −D
2

Γ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−52 ; ðA15Þ
7Note that in this Appendix we are not including the normalization factor, 1=4Ep, found in (2.9).
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where we have also taken into account the fact that we need to substitute for k˜2 using (A10) and find the leading contribution
in jk1k2j; m2i ≫ q2 after performing the substitution. It is worth looking at the impact parameter space expression of the
above result. In impact parameter space we have
I˜ ð2Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I˜ ð2Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼
i
32πD−
3
2
m1 þm2
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22
Γ

2D − 7
2

Γ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ
1
ðb2ÞD−72 ; ðA16Þ
which we see vanishes for D ¼ 4.
The subsubleading integral is slightly more nuanced. In this case not only do we need to resolve the third term in the
expansion of (A8) but we also need to take into account the contribution coming from the expansion of k˜2 in the result
for (A9). The extra contribution from (A9) is given by
i
2
π
ð4πÞD2
k1k2
4½m21m22 − ðk1k2Þ23=2
Γ

6 −D
2

Γ2ðD−4
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−42 : ðA17Þ
From the expansion of (A8) to subsubleading order we find
I ð3Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I ð3Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
dT0
T
1−D
2
0
ð4πÞD2
Z
1
0
dx1 exp ½−q2x1ð1 − x1ÞT0
×
1
2
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

×
1
8T40
fðjt2j þ jt4jÞ2½−4DT0ðt4ð2k˜2t2 þm22t4Þ þm21t22 þ q2t1t3Þ
þ ðDþ 2ÞDT20 þ 4ðt4ð2k˜2t2 þm22t4Þ þm21t22 þ q2t1t3Þ
× ð2k˜2t2t4 þm21t22 þm22t24 þ q2t1t3 − 2T0Þ þ 4T30q2jt2jjt4jg; ðA18Þ
where to solve the various resulting integrals in the Gaussian integration over t2, t4 we refer to the building blocks computed
in Appendix A 3. Taking into account the contribution (A17) and again substituting as per (A10) we have for the final result,
I ð3Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I ð3Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼
i
8ð4πÞD2 Γ

4 −D
2

Γ2ðD−2
2
Þ
ΓðD − 4Þ ðq
2ÞD−42 1
D − 4
×

4ð5 −DÞ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22

1þ 2k1k2½ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m221=2
arcsinh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ − 1
2
r 
þ i πðD − 4Þðk1 þ k2Þ
2
½ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m223=2

; ðA19Þ
where as we defined in the main text, σ ¼ −k1k2m1m2 . A curious feature of the expression above is that it is purely imaginary for
D ¼ 4 since the last line representing the real component vanishes. This expression has been checked against known result
in D ¼ 4 found in [32]. In impact parameter space the above expression reads
I˜ ð3Þ4 ðs; tÞ þ I˜ ð3Þ4 ðu; tÞ ¼
i
128πD−1
Γ2

D − 2
2

1
ðb2ÞD−3
×

4ð5 −DÞ
ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m22

1þ 2k1k2½ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m221=2
arcsinh
 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
σ − 1
2
r 
þ i πðD − 4Þðk1 þ k2Þ
2
½ðk1k2Þ2 −m21m223=2

: ðA20Þ
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2. Triangle integrals
In this subsection we will derive results for the integrals
relevant for the triangle amplitudes. The first integral we
need to calculate is
I3ðmiÞ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
1
ðkþ kiÞ2 þm2i
: ðA21Þ
As in the previous subsection we can write this integral in
terms of Schwinger parameters and perform the Gaussian
integral over the loop momenta. This yields
I3 ¼ i
Z
∞
0
Y3
i¼1
dti
T−
D
2
ð4πÞD2 exp

−
m2i t
2
3 þ q2t1t2
T

; ðA22Þ
where q≡ k1 þ k3 is the momentum exchanged and
T ¼Piti. We have written this integral in a suggestive
way because we are interested in the limit where m2i ≫ q2,
this means that the integral over t3 can be performed with a
saddle point approximation around t3 ¼ 0. To make it
easier to perform the relevant expansion we write T ¼
T0 þ jt3j where T0 ¼ t1 þ t2. Doing so we find at leading
order,
I ð1Þ3 ðmiÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
dT0
T
−D
2
0
ð4πÞD2
Z
1
0
dx2
× exp ½−q2T0x2ð1 − x2Þ
Z
∞
0
exp

−
m2i t
2
3
T0

¼ ið4πÞD2
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
2mi
Γ

5 −D
2

Γ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD − 3Þ ðq
2ÞD−52 ;
ðA23Þ
where we have written x2 ¼ t2=T0. Expanding (A22)
further we find for the subleading contribution,
I ð2Þ3 ðmiÞ ¼ i
Z
∞
0
dT0
T
−D
2
0
ð4πÞD2
Z
1
0
dx2
× exp ½−q2T0x2ð1 − x2Þ
Z
∞
0
exp

−
m2i t
2
3
T0

×
1
2T20
jt3jð2q2t1t2 −DT0 þ 2m2i t23Þ
¼ − ið4πÞD2
1
2m2i
Γ

4 −D
2

Γ2ðD−2
2
Þ
ΓðD − 3Þ ðq
2ÞD−42 :
ðA24Þ
The equations above in impact parameter space read
I˜ ð1Þ3 ðmiÞ ¼
i
ðπÞD−32
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
64mi
Γ

2D − 7
2

Γ2ðD−3
2
Þ
ΓðD − 3Þ
1
ðb2ÞD−72 ;
ðA25Þ
and
I˜ ð2Þ3 ðmiÞ ¼ −
i
πD−1
1
32m2i
Γ2

D − 2
2

1
ðb2ÞD−3 : ðA26Þ
We also want to consider the integral given by
Iμν3 ðmiÞ ¼
Z
dDk
ð2πÞD
1
k2
1
ðqþ kÞ2
1
ðki þ kÞ2 þm2i
kμkν:
ðA27Þ
Employing Schwinger parameters as before we find that
I3 ¼ i
Z
∞
0
Y3
i¼1
dti
T−
D
2
ð4πÞD2 exp

−
m2i t
2
3 þ q2t1t2
T

×

1
2T
ημν þ 1
T2
ðqt2 þ kit3Þμðqt2 þ kit3Þν

; ðA28Þ
where the various symbols have been previously defined.
Using the same method as for the previous two integrals we
find the following result at leading order:
I ð1Þμν3 ðmiÞ ¼
i
4mi
1
ð4πÞD2

ðq2ÞD−32 ﬃﬃﬃπp Γð3−D2 ÞΓ2ðD−12 Þ
ΓðD − 1Þ
×

ημν þ k
μ
i k
ν
i
m2i
−ðD − 1Þ q
μqν
q2

þ 2ðq2ÞD−42 Γð
4−D
2
ÞΓðD−2
2
ÞΓðD
2
Þ
ΓðD − 1Þ
qðμkνÞi
mi

: ðA29Þ
Although this is the result at leading order in the expansion
around the saddle point t3 ¼ 0 we can identify the second
line as subleading contributions to the integral in the limit
given by (2.16). We can see this by looking at how a
contraction between q and an external momenta behaves,
kμ1qμ ¼ kμ1ðk1μ þ k3μÞ ¼
1
2
ðk1 þ k3Þ2 ¼
1
2
q2; ðA30Þ
where we have used the fact that k21 ¼ k23. Power counting
with the above relation identifies the last line of (A29) as
subleading. This type of argument extends to contractions
between any external momenta and q since we can always
write q ¼ k1 þ k3 ¼ −k2 − k4.
For the next order in the expansion around the saddle
point we have
I ð2Þμν3 ðmiÞ ¼
−i
ð4πÞD2
1
4m2i

ðq2ÞD−22 Γð
2−D
2
ÞΓ2ðD
2
Þ
ΓðD − 1Þ
×

ημν þ 2k
μ
i k
ν
i
m2i
−D
qμqν
q2

þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p ðD − 1Þ
2
ðq2ÞD−32 Γð
3−D
2
ÞΓ2ðD−1
2
Þ
ΓðD − 1Þ
qðμkνÞi
mi

:
ðA31Þ
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We note that as in (A29) the second line above is kinematically subleading with respect to the first line.
We can write the above expressions in impact parameter space as we have done with previous results. To make these
expressions clear we will write them after we have contracted with external momenta. So we have
kjμkjνI˜
ð1Þμν
3 ðmiÞ ¼
i
32mi
1
πD−
3
2

1
ðb2ÞD−52
Γð2D−5
2
ÞΓ2ðD−1
2
Þ
ΓðD − 1Þ

−m2j þ
ðkikjÞ2
m2i
−ðD − 1Þ−2D
2 þ 7Dþ 5
4b2

þ ð−1Þjþ1 kikj
mi
2
ðb2ÞD−2
cscðπD
2
ÞΓðD
2
Þ
Γð4−D
2
Þ

; ðA32Þ
and for the subleading expression,
kjμkjνI˜
ð2Þμν
3 ðmiÞ ¼
−i
16m2i
1
πD−1

1
ðb2ÞD−2
Γ2ðD
2
Þ
D − 2

−m2j þ
2ðkikjÞ2
m2i
þD
2ðD − 2Þ
2b2

− ð−1Þjþ1 kikj
mi
2π
3
2
ðb2ÞD−32
Γð2D−3
2
ÞΓðDþ1
2
Þ secðπD
2
Þ
ΓðD − 1ÞΓð1−D
2
Þ

: ðA33Þ
3. Auxiliary integrals
In this Appendix we will give results for various subintegrals which appear in Appendix A. We find integrals such as
Iˆ ðaÞt2 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2j2mt2n2 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
πT0
p
m2

m22T0
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4

mþnþ1
2
Γ

mþ nþ 1
2

; ðA34Þ
Iˆ ðbÞt2 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2j2mt2n4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼ T
mþnþ1
0
m2mþ11 m
2nþ1
2
Γ

mþ 1
2

Γ

nþ 1
2

2F1

mþ 1
2
; nþ 1
2
;
1
2
;
k˜4
m21m
2
2

; ðA35Þ
Iˆ ðcÞt2 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2j2mt2t4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼ − k˜
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
πT0
p
m32

m22T0
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4

mþ3
2
Γ

mþ 3
2

; ðA36Þ
and similarly we find
Iˆ ðaÞt4 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt4j2mt2n4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
πT0
p
m1

m21T0
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4

mþnþ1
2
Γ

mþ nþ 1
2

; ðA37Þ
Iˆ ðbÞt4 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt4j2mt2n2 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼ T
mþnþ1
0
m2nþ11 m
2mþ1
2
Γ

mþ 1
2

Γ

nþ 1
2

2F1

mþ 1
2
; nþ 1
2
;
1
2
;
k˜4
m21m
2
2

; ðA38Þ
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Iˆ ðcÞt4 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2j2mt2t4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼ − k˜
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
πT0
p
m31

m21T0
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4

mþ3
2
Γ

mþ 3
2

: ðA39Þ
Note that we have assumed that n, m are even for all the expressions above; the integrals yield zero otherwise. For two
absolute values we can have the integral,
Iˆ t2;t4 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2t4j exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

; ðA40Þ
which appears at subsubleading order in (A17). We can perform an integral of the form above by expanding,
e−2
t2t4
T0
k˜2 ¼
X∞
n¼0
1
ð2nÞ!

2
t2t4
T0
k˜2

2

n
þ odd terms; ðA41Þ
where we have focused only on even terms as they are the only ones that can contribute to the integral. We therefore have
Iˆ t2;t4 ¼
Z
∞
0
dt22dt
2
4
X∞
n¼0
1
ð2nÞ!

4
t22t
2
4
T20
k˜4

n
e−m
2
1
t2
2
T0e−m
2
2
t2
4
T0
¼
Z
∞
0
dx2dx4e−x2e−x4
T20
m21m
2
2
X∞
n¼0
xn2x
n
4
ð2nÞ!

4
k˜4
m21m
2
2
n
¼ T
2
0
m21m
2
2
X∞
n¼0
ðn!Þ2
ð2nÞ!

4
k˜4
m21m
2
2
n
¼ T
2
0
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4
þ T
2
0k˜
2
ðm21m22 − k˜4Þ3=2
arctan
"
k˜2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4
q #: ðA42Þ
We also need the following integrals which can be solved in a similar way:
Iˆ ðaÞt2;t4 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2t4jt22 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼ T
3
0ðk˜4 þ 4m21m22Þ
2m21ðm21m22 − k˜4Þ2
−
3T30k˜
2m21m
2
2
2m21ðm21m22 − k˜4Þ3=2
arctan
"
k˜2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4
q
#
; ðA43Þ
Iˆ ðbÞt2;t4 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2t4jt24 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼ T
3
0ðk˜4 þ 4m21m22Þ
2m22ðm21m22 − k˜4Þ2
−
3T30k˜
2m21m
2
2
2m22ðm21m22 − k˜4Þ3=2
arctan
"
k˜2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4
q
#
; ðA44Þ
Iˆ ðcÞt2;t4 ¼
Z
∞
−∞
dt2dt4jt2t4jt2t4 exp

−
ðt2t4Þ
T0

m21 k˜
2
k˜2 m22

t2
t4

¼ − 3T
3
0k˜
2
2ðm21m22 − k˜4Þ2
−
T30ð2k˜2 þm21m22Þ
2ðm21m22 − k˜4Þ5=2
arctan
"
k˜2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m21m
2
2 − k˜
4
q
#
: ðA45Þ
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APPENDIX B: GEODESICS IN A
D-DIMENSIONAL SCHWARZSCHILD
BACKGROUND
We can write the action for a massive relativistic particle
of mass m in a background gμν as
S ¼ 1
2
Z
dτðeðτÞ−1 _x2 −m2eðτÞÞ; ðB1Þ
where _x2 ¼ gμν dxμdτ dx
ν
dτ and eðτÞ is an auxiliary field. The
equation of motion for eðτÞ is then easily obtained
e2 ¼ − _x
2
m2
: ðB2Þ
Using the equation above we will calculate the deflection
angle for a massive probe in the background of a
Schwarzschild black hole. The metric for a D-dimensional
Schwarzschild black hole is given by
gμνdxμdxν ¼ −

1 −

Rs
r

n

dt2 þ

1 −

Rs
r

n

−1
dr2
þ r2dΩ2nþ1; ðB3Þ
where n ¼ D − 3 and Rs is the Schwarzschild radius.
For simplicity we will use the spherical symmetry of the
Schwarzschild solution and work in the equatorial plane,
and so we set all the angles, θi ¼ π=2, such that we are left
with only one angle in the impact plane ϕ. Inserting (B3)
into (B2) and using the reparametrization invariance to set
e ¼ 1 we find
−m2 ¼ −

1 −

Rs
r

n

dt
dτ

2
þ

1 −

Rs
r

n

−1

dr
dτ

2
þ r2

dϕ
dτ

2
: ðB4Þ
Since the metric is independent of both t and ϕwe have two
constants of the motion which are given by
−E ¼ −

1 −

Rs
r

n

dt
dτ
; ðB5Þ
J ¼ r2 dϕ
dτ
; ðB6Þ
where E and J parametrize the energy and total angular
momentum of the system respectively. Notice that the
symbol E in this Appendix corresponds to E2 in Secs. III A
and III B where we consider various probe-limits to the
1PM and 2PM two-body deflection angles. Substituting
these quantities into (B4) we can find an expression for
dr=dτ and using the chain rule we can find an expression
for dϕ=dr. The corresponding deflection angle is then
given by
Φ ¼ 2
Z
∞
r0
dr

dϕ
dr

− π; ðB7Þ
where r0 is the point of closest approach. Inserting the
relevant quantities into the expression above and expanding
in powers of ðRs=r0Þn we notice that we can express the
result as a series,
Φ ¼ 2
X∞
j¼1
Z
1
0
duAjðuÞ

Rs
r0

jn
; ðB8Þ
where we have explicitly evaluated the integrals up to third
order and found the following results:
Z
1
0
duA1ðuÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
Γðnþ1
2
ÞðE2ðnþ 1Þ −m2Þ
4ðE2 −m2ÞΓðn
2
þ 1Þ ; ðB9Þ
Z
1
0
duA2ðuÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
16ðE2 −m2Þ2

Γðnþ 1
2
ÞðE4ð4ðnþ 2Þnþ 3Þ − 6E2m2ð2nþ 1Þ þ 3m4Þ
Γðnþ 1Þ −
4E2Γðnþ1
2
ÞðE2ðnþ 1Þ −m2Þ
Γðn
2
Þ

;
ðB10ÞZ
1
0
duA3ðuÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
32ðm2 − E2Þ3

−
2E2Γðnþ1
2
ÞðE2ðn − 2Þ þ 4m2ÞðE2ðnþ 1Þ −m2Þ
Γðn
2
Þ
þ 2E
2Γðnþ 1
2
ÞðE4ð4ðnþ 2Þnþ 3Þ − 6E2m2ð2nþ 1Þ þ 3m4Þ
ΓðnÞ
þ Γð
3n
2
þ 1
2
Þ
Γð3n
2
þ 1Þ ½E
6ð−ðnþ 1ÞÞð3nþ 1Þð3nþ 5Þ þ 15E4m2ðnþ 1Þð3nþ 1Þ − 15E2m4ð3nþ 1Þ þ 5m6

:
ðB11Þ
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These results in addition to the relation up to third order
between the point of closest approach and angular momen-
tum J can be used to express the result for the deflection
angle up to third order in ðRs=JÞn. The relation between r0
and J is found by evaluating
dr
dτ

r¼r0
¼ E2 −m2

1 −
Rs
r0

n
−
J2
r20

1 −
Rs
r0

n
¼ 0
ðB12Þ
and up to third order in JðRs=JÞn is found to be
r0 ≈ J

1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E2 −m2
p − 1
2
E2ðE2 −m2Þn−32

Rs
J

n
−
1
8
E2ðE2ð2nþ 1Þ − 4m2ÞðE2 −m2Þn−52

Rs
J

2n

:
ðB13Þ
Putting together the relevant quantities and expanding as a
power series in ðRs=JÞn we find that the deflection angle is
given by
Φ ¼
X∞
j¼1
Φj

Rs
J

jðD−3Þ
; ðB14Þ
where we have substituted for n ¼ D − 3 and we have for
the first three terms,
Φ1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD
2
− 1ÞðE2 −m2ÞD−52 ½ðD − 2ÞE2 −m2
2ΓðD−1
2
Þ ;
ðB15Þ
Φ2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD − 5
2
ÞðE2 −m2ÞD−5
8ΓðD − 2Þ
× ½ð2D − 5Þð2D − 3ÞE4 þ 6ð5 − 2DÞE2m2 þ 3m4;
ðB16Þ
Φ3 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
Γð3D
2
− 4ÞðE2 −m2Þ3ðD−5Þ2
16Γð3D
2
− 7
2
Þ
× ½ð3D − 8Þð3D − 4ÞðD − 2ÞE6
− 15ðD − 2Þð3D − 8ÞE4m2
þ 15ð3D − 8ÞE2m4 − 5m6: ðB17Þ
There are a few limiting cases of the above results that we
can use to compare with known results. The result for a null
geodesic in general D is given by the m ¼ 0 case of the
equations above. We find
Φ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD
2
Þ
ΓðD−1
2
Þ

Rs
b

D−3
þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
ΓðD − 1
2
Þ
2ΓðD − 2Þ

Rs
b

2ðD−3Þ
þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
π
p
Γð3D
2
− 1Þ
6Γð3D
2
− 7
2
Þ

Rs
b

3ðD−3Þ
þ    ; ðB18Þ
where we have also used that whenm ¼ 0 we have J ≃ Eb.
Comparing the above expression with the results found
in Appendix D of [28] we find agreement for the first
two terms (note the third term was not calculated in the
aforementioned reference). We can also look at the D ¼ 4
timelike geodesic (m ≠ 0) case where we find
Φ¼ð2E
2−m2Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E2−m2
p

Rs
J

þ3π
16
ð5E2−m2Þ

Rs
J

2
þð64E
6−120E4m2þ60E2m4−5m6Þ
12ðE2−m2Þ3=2

Rs
J

3
þ  ;
ðB19Þ
which has been checked and agrees with equivalent results
in [16,19,20]. Finally by taking the m ¼ 0 case of the
expression above we can also look at the case of a null
geodesic in D ¼ 4. This yields
Φ ¼ 2Rs
b
þ 15π
16

Rs
b

2
þ 16
3

Rs
b

3
þ    : ðB20Þ
We find that this agrees with well-known results.
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